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across NNNSS has a low efficiency below 10%. This causes
frequent failure of seismic node and unjustified cost during
seismic instrumentation deployment, which is no different from
a typical global seismic node [7].

Abstract
Seismic node is a relatively low duty acquisition electronic
system that needs a reliable and continuous amount of electrical
energy to perform optimally. Typically, the energy harvesting
system at the node has low efficiency, fails frequently, and the
node has gaps in its database. The key issues are losses across
the employed conventional DC-DC converter employed. The
study intends to address these losses by integrating the
maximum power point tracking algorithm across the converter
and optimally convert the harvested energy and deliver a
simple, optimized, and cost-efficient system. The simulated
results showed that the algorithm optimized the harvested
energy. The performance in terms of power losses and outputs,
as well as comparison with the existing power supply at the
node, were simulated using PSIM. An additional 80% of power
was delivered. The contributions of this study are: (1)
identifying the constraints of energy harvesting system at
NNNSS node and optimizing the constraints to delivering
continuous power, and (2) implementing a simple and costeffective energy harvesting system at the remote seismic node.

Conventionally, a seismic node is energized by an energy
harvesting system, which consists of a PV module, linear mode
DC-DC converter to deliver fixed DC voltage, and lead-acid
battery shown in Figure 1. During the peak periods of ambient
irradiance levels, this mode of converter reduces the voltage to
the level of the battery and load. Based on the current, voltage,
and power relationships plotted from the baseline data of the
case study in Figure 2 to Figure 4, there is perpetual wastage of
generated power. Therefore, it is necessary to trade-off the
voltage and current levels by the MPPT algorithm to deliver
optimal values of VMAX and PMAX, as shown in Figure 4.
Usually, the inputs of the PV module, as shown in Figure 2,
fluctuate in order to ensure an optimized power MPPT
algorithm is inevitable. Meanwhile, the required electrical
specifications of the case study are 12V and 0.8A. The
algorithm is developed to sit between the PV module and the
DC-DC converter, as shown in Figure 5, to track the maximum
power throughout its operations. The process whereby the
algorithm controls an electronic circuit to track maximum point
is known as Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT). The
converter employed is based on buck converter topology in
which harmonics and power losses are relatively lower than
other switching mode converters. The output voltage ripples
depend on the selected values of the capacitor and inductor, as
well as the duty cycle and switching frequency of the MOSFET
of the converter. Unlike buck converter, linear mode DC-DC
converter produces little or no frequency noise. The voltage
ripples were kept below 1%, and that of current was below
10%, which were simulated.

Keywords: Algorithm, energy harvesting system, maximum
power point tracking, node, photovoltaic, Seismic.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic activity is slowly becoming a prevalence event in
Nigeria. In the past, it was barely uncharacteristic across the
country [1] [2] [3]. Reliable and continuous seismic database
creation is key to analyzing, interpreting, modelling, and
predicting seismic events [4] [5]. The energy harvesting
system is one of the significant factors that affect the
continuous seismic database. Nigerian National Network of
Seismographic Stations (NNNSS) uses a linear mode DC-DC
converter, which is challenging and characterized by
unjustified output power. A seismic node is a connection point
within a seismic network that could be standalone, real-time, or
near real-time. It detects, monitors, records, and processes
seismic vibrations locally or remotely. The energy harvesting
system converts unused ambient energy into electrical energy
to power remote nodes, and energy storage is incorporated to
complement its operations [6]. All energy harvesting system
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of a typical Energy Harvesting
System at Seismic Node.
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There are several techniques to transduce ambient energy to
electrical energy; Radio Frequency (RF) energy radiates in all
directions by GSM base and tower stations, Global Navigation
of Satellite System (GNSS), Satellite, radar stations, and so
many more. This unused ambient energy is constrained with
terrain, the number of consumers, and transmission power, so
the technique requires a super optimal rectenna to deliver
practical power for remote nodes [8] [9]. It is implemented at
remote nodes where power consumption is extremely low, the
duty cycle is short [10], and outputs are in alternating
current(AC). Vibrations can equally be converted into
electrical energy by a piezoelectric transducer. Considerate
electrical energy is feasible when the vibration transducer is
excited with oscillations and a range of lower frequency
vibration from 42 to 103Hz [10] [11]. The output of a vibration
energy transducer is equally in AC. Energy from wind sources
depends on direction and change of its speed due to vegetation
or topology of the ambient environment, but it requires a
considerable energy transducer to convert wind to DC voltage
[8].
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Figure 2. A typical plot of Ambient Irradiance in 24 hours at
NNNSS Node.
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The thermoelectric transducer utilizes the Seebeck effect to
convert wasted thermal heat in the ambient to electrical energy.
However, very low DC voltage and power are delivered [12]
[8]. Photovoltaic transducer output is DC voltage, and solar
irradiance is sufficiently available, particularly in Africa, but
with relatively low efficiency. However, its efficiency is
relatively low [13].

135.7Wm-2

Voltage (V)

There are several MPPT algorithms employed to optimize
voltage and current levels to deliver maximum power. Some of
them are simple and friendly, while others are complex and
difficult to implement. Equally, they vary in voltage or current
sensors requirements, convergence speed, range of operation,
cost as well as load applications [14] [15]. An artificial neural
network, incremental conductance, perturb, and observe
(P&O), fuzzy logic control, fractional open-circuit voltage, and
many more MPPTs [16] [17]. The simple and most frequently
used algorithm is the P & O [18] [19].

Figure 3. I-V Relationship at NNNSS Node.

Power (W)
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The main contributions of this study are: (1) identifying the
constraints of energy harvesting system at NNNSS node and
optimizing the constraints to delivering continuous power, and
(2) implementing a simple and cost-effective energy harvesting
system at the remote seismic node. The paper is organized as
follows; in this section, different energy transducers and MPPT
algorithms were examined and compared. Section 2 discusses
the components of a solar energy harvesting system. Section 3
discuss, investigate, and presents simulation results of the
parameters and subsystems at the case study as well as the
proposed design. Section 4 provides the conclusion.
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Figure 4. P-V Relationship at NNNSS Node.
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II. SOLAR ENERGY HARVESTING SYSTEM
An energy harvesting system consists of a PV module, power
converter, and energy bank. The inputs parameters of the PV
module vary due to environmental changes. Hence, tracking
maximum power is not constant. Employing the MPPT
algorithm enables the DC-DC converter to match the
impedance across its input and that of the load. The proposed

MPPT
with Algorithm

Figure 5. A Block Diagram of Optimizing Solar Energy
Harvesting System.
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design intends to use parameters in the case study, as shown in
Table 1.

Parameter

Value

Maximum Power, Pmax

60W*2

Voltage at Pmax(Vmax)

17.1V

Current at Pmax(Imax)

3.5A*2

ISC

3.8A*2

VOC

21.1V

Node Terminal Voltage/Current

12V/0.8A

Power (W)

Table 1. Electrical Parameters at NNNSS Node

171.2Wm-2
270.1Wm-2
352.8Wm-2
683.6Wm-2

Voltage (V)

Figure 8. I-V Relationship Plot at the Case Study varying the
Ambient Temperature.

III. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Current (A)

A. PV Module
Two Solarex MSX 60 Modules connected in parallel with
parameters in Table 1, acquired at Nsukka seismic node as a
case study. Eqn. 1 to Eqn. 3 were used for the PV module [20]
in MATLAB environment with ambient irradiance and
temperature levels in the case study obtained from a weather
station at Nsukka, operated by Centre for Atmospheric
Research Anyigba, Nigeria. Using the case study parameters,
current, voltage, and power relationships were simulated and
plotted, as shown in Figure 6 to Figure 9 on the MATLAB
platform. These imply that, with an optimal MPPT algorithm
interfaced with DC-DC converter, the energy harvesting
system can deliver the continuous power to the remote seismic
node.

Voltage (V)
Figure 9. P-V Relationship Plot at the Case Study varying the
Ambient Temperature
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Figure 6. I-V Relationship Plot at the Case Study varying the
Ambient Irradiance.
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To obtain the optimal power outputs as the maximum possible
power described by plots in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the most
substantial areas of the rectangle fitted under the curves are the
respective optimal power outputs, implying;

Voltage (V)
Figure 7. P-V Relationship Plot at the Case Study varying the
Ambient Irradiance
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Relating the Vmax Eqn. 9 to the Voc in Eqn. 1, Ipv can be taken as:
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Assuming the Ideality Factor of the Diode, A=1
𝐾∗𝑇
= 0.02586𝑉
𝑞
and
0.0258𝑉 ln(1 + 38.669) = 0.0949𝑉
By considering that ln(x) is growing slowing with x [21], it can be equally assumed that
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So therefore, optimal Voltage, Vmax can be approximated as:
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑉𝑂𝐶 −
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Also, the optimal current, I max can be approximated as:
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐼𝑠𝑎𝑡 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑞∗𝑉𝑜𝑐
𝐾∗𝑇

)] − 𝐼𝑃𝑉
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technique to deliver optimal power. Perturb and Observe (P &
O) delivers optimal results in this paper. The algorithm
flowchart shown in Figure 10, perturbs the voltage levels by
adjusting the duty cycle, D, towards an operating point where
an optimal power is attained in PSIM.

Based on the analytical method to determine the accurate Vmax
and Imax, multiple measurements of different voltage variations
are required, implying it very difficult to track the operating
point on the I-V plot. As discussed earlier, several MPPT exist.
The likelihood of an algorithm to track the voltage value
corresponding to the maximum power makes it an optimal

Start

Compute V(t), I(t)
P(t)= V(t)* I(t)
P= P(t) -P(t-1)
V= V(t) -V(t-1)

Yes

No

P>0

V< 0
Yes

V< 0
Yes

No

No
D(t)=D(t-1)+ D

D(t)=D(t-1)- D

D(t)=D(t-1)- D

D(t)=D(t-1)+ D

Duty Cycle and Return
Figure 10. Perturb and Observe Algorithm Flowchart

B.

Table 2. Simulation Parameters for the Buck Converter

Modelling DC-DC Converter

Buck converter is implemented based on the case study
parameters in Table 1 for the input parameters, and Table 2 for
the main converter. Two PV modules are connected in parallel
and simulated in PSIM, with irradiance and temperature levels
of 683Wm-2 and 290C, respectively. Traditionally, buck
converter generates ripples at the output to introduce noise and
reduce efficiency. The inductor and capacitor in Figure 11(b)
perform the work of the low-pass filter, as demonstrated in
Figure 12 and Figure 13, the inductance limits the ripple in the
output current. At the same time, the capacitance suppresses
ripples across output voltage. This optimally improves the
dynamic response and maintain 12VDC at the output, as shown
in the figures with increased efficiency.
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Parameter

Value

Inductor

750uH

Output Capacitor

380uF

Duty Cycle

0.637

Switching Frequency

5KHz
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(a)

I

MPPT
V Control

(b)
Figure 11. The Proposed Solar Energy Harvesting System of (a) MPPT Circuit and (b) Buck Converter
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Figure 13. The Plot of Current Ripples at the Load

Figure 12. The Plot of the Voltage Ripples across the Load
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Figure 14. The Plot of Output Voltage across the load

Figure 18. The Comparison Plot of Generated Power with
MPPT control and Existing Energy Harvesting System.
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The power rating of the combined PV module is 120Watts at
the node to energize 10W seismic instrumentation and charge
a lead-acid battery simultaneously. The existing energy
harvesting system has been unable to sustain the remote seismic
node constantly, and it fails frequently. The proposed design
would be able to supply twice the power to the load and the
battery to enable continuous power supply.
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This DC-DC converter with the perturb and observe algorithm
in the energy harvesting system can simply deliver maximum
possible power by adjusting its duty cycle at any change in
ambient irradiance. Although the PV module has relatively low
efficiency, optimal voltage and power were produced with low
ripples and delivered an additional 80% of the existing
electrical energy.

Figure 15. The Plot of Voltage across the Output Capacitor
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